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About Us
To have a ﬁt body, the majority of people prefer to go to a gym or installed exercising
machines at their place. In the past few decades, the demand for equipment like Horizontal
Dumbbell Rack, Chin Up Dip Machine, Parallel Bar Dips Station, Ab Crunch Machine, etc., has
gone up at an exceptional rate. We, Evolution Fitness, are one such entity that is meeting the
requirement of customers associated with the mentioned products. As a manufacturer and
supplier, we adhere to all the norms of the respective industry and work with accountability.
The innovative ideas of our professionals help us to design and develop the best machines
for customers.
We have backed ourselves with the modern production house and all the necessary facilities
that help us to serve customers in an effective manner. Our company has never betrayed any
client and we will continue to work in the same way throughout our existence.
For us, customers comfort is important, which is why we offer them doorstep delivery of
products and accept payments via any mode that is more suitable to them.

Technically Advanced
We are a technically advanced company; not only our offered range but also our
infrastructural facilities are ultra-modern. Our professionals keep an eye on the progression
in the technological domain so that the best suitable technology can be adopted at our unit.
This attribute of being a technically advanced enterprise makes us a worthy destination to
have business deals.

What We Aim For?
We are not like those aimless companies that go with the ﬂow without any aim because such
an attitude can result in the collapse of a company. We have predeﬁned both our long as well
as short term goals and some of them are listed below:
 We aim to earn the trust of customers and emerge as their prime choice to have business
deals.
 We are focused to expand our venture not only within the national boundaries but beyond
too.
 We aim to deliver the right value to customers invested money in the form of quality
products like Ab Crunch Machine, Parallel Bar Dips Station, Chin Up Dip Machine,
Horizontal Dumbbell Rack, etc.

Our Products

Ab Crunch Machine

Bar Dips Station

Chin Up Dip Machine

38 Inch Cast Iron Gym Rod
Rack And Stand

Bouncer Dumbbell

Horizontal Dumbbell Rack

Horizontal Dumbbells
Plate Rack

Functional Trainer
Machine

Multi Functional Trainer
Machine

405 Ibs Leg Press Machine

Cast Iron Chest Press
Machine

Hammer Shoulder Press
Machine

450 Kg Leg Press Machine

Gym Twister Machine

Gym High Lat Pulley Machine

8 Feet High Lat Pulley
Machine

Lat Pulldown Machine

2020 mm Leg Extension
Machine
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